We consider the problem of allocating production capacity among multiple items, assuming that a fixed proportion of overall capacity can be dedicated exclusively to the production of each item. Given a capacity allocation, production of each item follows a base-stock policy, i.e., each demand triggers a replenishment order to restore safety stocks to target levels. We present procedures for choosing base-stock levels and capacity allocations that are asymptotically optimal. Our objective is to minimize holding and backorder costs, or to minimize holding costs subject to a service-level constraint. Asymptotic optimality refers to large backorder penalties or stringent service-level constraints. Numerical results indicate that our rules perform very well even far from the asymptotic regime. A further approximation step results in allocation rules based on heavy-traffic limits; these, too, perform well. W e consider a manufacturer producing several items and keeping safety stocks of each item to supply variable external demands. An overall production capacity is to be allocated among the various items to minimize inventory costs; these costs may be holding and shortage costs, or holding costs to meet a target service level. We develop efficiently computable allocation rules that are asymptotically optimal as backorder penalties become very large or target service levels become very high.
explicit objective function (as they do) because no closedform objective is available in our setting. To make the problem tractable, we consider a limiting regime in which backorder penalties become very large or service-level constraints become very stringent. Passing to the limit yields allocation rules that are asymptotically optimal for the original problem. Our use of asymptotics is similar in spirit to Anantharam (1989) , though that work uses closedform expressions for Jackson networks. Anantharam allocates buffers among queues to (asymptotically) maximize the time to overflow; one interpretation of our simplest allocation rule is that it asymptotically maximizes the time between stockouts. We formulate our allocation rules and state our main asymptotic optimality results in Section 1, following the introduction of model details and necessary notation. In Section 2, we analyze a simplified problem that treats all items equally. The objective in this case is to allocate overall levels of safety stock and production capacity to minimize the frequency of stockouts; we give an asymptotically optimal solution. Building on this simplified model, in Section 3 we prove our main results-asymptotic optimality of allocation rules that take account of costs and service levels. In Section 4 we show that a further simplification of our allocation problem results in allocation rules based on heavy-traffic limits. Section 5 presents numerical results; these indicate that our asymptotically optimal allocations perform very well, even far from the asymptotic regime. To simplify notation, we assume throughout that inventories and demands are measured in units of work content. For example, if producing a type-1 item takes two hours at production rate 1 and producing a type-2 item takes three hours at that rate, then n units of inventory of each are recorded as 2n and 3n, respectively, and similarly for units of demands. With this convention, let m = IiE[Dt] be the total mean demand per order, D having distribution Fb, and let mi = E[D'] be the mean demand per order for item i, DX having distribution FDi. We always assume that
THE MODEL AND MAIN RESULTS

As
meaning that there is sufficient capacity to meet demand.
In allocating capacity ri to item i, i = 1, ..., d, we only consider allocations satisfying
In other words, we are allocating the excess capacity For any allocation (r1, . .. , rd), the operation of the system is determined by a vector (s1,..., Sd) of base-stock levels. Item i is produced at rate ri until its inventory reaches si, at which point production of the item ceases. Each demand for item i triggers an immediate replenishment order and thus re-initiates production, again at rate r1. Demands not met from stock are backordered. For a single item in isolation, Federgruen and Zipkin (1986) establish the optimality of such a base-stock policy in a closely related periodic-review model; see Tayur (1993) for computational considerations. Akella and Kumar (1986) establish the optimality of an analogous policy in a model with deterministic demand and random breakdowns. Interestingly, the form of our asymptotically optimal base-stock level, given in (8), is superficially similar to the optimal inventory level of Akella and Kumar.
Denote by En the net inventory (on-hand minus backorders) of item i just prior to the arrival of the nth order for that item. Between orders, items of type i are produced at rate r1 until the target si is reached. Thus,
and this recursion completely specifies the evolution of the system under allocation (r,.l.., rd). Let J be the net inventory of item i at time t; then J; and In coincide at the epochs of arrival of orders for item i. Between orders, Jt increases linearly at rate rz until it reaches s1. The long-run average proportion of orders for item i fully met from stock is ~i (si) = P(I' > Di) ,
where D' has distribution FDi and is independent of 1P. Our objective is to choose base-stock levels (s5, ..., sd) and a capacity allocation (r1,..., rd) to minimize the average cost or to minimize holding costs subject to a constraint on ~i. These problems are intractable in the generality in which we have formulated them. We replace them with simpler problems and show that these surrogates provide asymptotically optimal solutions to the original problems. For the asymptotics, we impose some relatively minor assumptions on the interarrival and demand distributions. 
Consider a sequence of models, indexed by n, with penalties 6(n), j = 1, ..., n, all decreasing to zero as n -> 00* Since service is constrained, set all backorder penalties to zero. Let v*(n)(r) be the minimum achievable cost under allocation r, subject to the constraints 1 -c~i(si) S 6i, i = 1, ..., d, and let -v(n)(r) be the cost achieved using basestock levels (s1, . .. We prove Theorems 1 and 2 in Section 3. For these to be useful, the optimizations they entail-problems PP and Pa-must admit efficient solution procedures. In Section 2 we give a widely applicable sufficient condition for -1Q() to be convex, and thus for PP and P, to be separable, convex resource allocation problems. These are among the simplest nonlinear programming problems and efficient algorithms for their solution have been studied extensively; see, in particular, Luss and Gupta (1975) , Zipkin (1980) , and Sections 2.2-2.3 of Ibaraki and Katoh (1988) . Thus, we have replaced the original allocation problems with tractable surrogates while preserving (asymptotic) optimality.
MINIMIZING THE STOCKOUT FREQUENCY
Before justifying the rules set forth in the previous section, we treat a simplified problem which is of independent interest and, more importantly, lends insight into the approach that follows. We treat the items symmetricallyomitting holding costs, penalties, and service levels from the discussion-and allocate capacity to minimize the overall frequency of stockouts, in an asymptotic sense.
Our analysis simplifies if instead of the net inventory for each item we record the shortfall, which is the difference between the base-stock level and the net inventory. Just prior to the arrival of the nth order for item i, the shortfall in that item is We can express ai(si), the steady-state probability that an order for item i is met from stock, as 
where the symbol -means that the ratio of the two sides converges to unity as si increases to infinity, and hi~ is as defined in (7 
for all si > 0. In fact, we can (and do) choose Ai, Bi independent of ri; for example, we may take (12) and (13) are less important than the existence of some constants making these expressions valid. We use properties (12) and (13) to identify an asymptotically optimal capacity allocation. Our approach proceeds in two steps. First, for any fixed capacity allocation we identify an asymptotically optimal allocation of safety stock to the d items. Then, we pick the capacity allocation that optimizes this asymptotic optimum. We therefore begin by fixing a capacity allocation (r1, . . ., rd) and considering a sequence of base-stock vectors (S1, . . , Sd) with 1i si = s and s increasing to infinity. Let a(s) be the steady-state probability that an arriving order (possibly for multiple items) is fully met from stock. This probability behaves as follows: (ii) These allocation criteria are also counterparts of Kelly gambling criteria in which one maximizes the exponential growth rate of one's fortune; see, e.g., Breiman (1961) .
(iii) While we have detailed only the stockout criterion, the same rule applies to the fill rate (proportion of demands met from stock) and the expected backorders. These measures of service have the same exponential decrease as the stockout probability; only the constants outside the exponential term are different (see Glasserman 1993) .
For problem pa and our other allocation rules to be of practical value, they must admit efficient solution procedures; as discussed in Section 1, they do if every -y[1 is convex. We now give a sufficient condition for convexity. Define The solution in (19) should be contrasted with the more straightforward proportional allocation that makes Ai/(tiri) constant across i. Rather than set ri proportional to AJ4yi, the rule derived above sets the slack ri -(A1,/i) proportional to -A1i/. Numerical results in Section 5 indicate that proportional allocations perform far less well than our asymptotically optimal rules.
COSTS AND CONSTRAINTS
We now adapt the basic allocation strategy developed in the previous section to account for holding costs, backorder penalties and service-level constraints.
Minimizing Costs
The basic allocation rule in Section 2 builds on the observation that the stockout probability for the ith item vanishes at the exponential rate DYE as the base-stock level s1 increases. The same principle leads to an allocation rule in the presence of holding costs and backorder penalties. To make this connection, we need some further properties of individual inventories.
As in Section 1, let ( VA,..., ') have the stationary distribution of the continuous-time shortfall process. It follows from (2), (7), and general results relating V and Y (see, e.g., p. 189 of Asmussen) that there is a constant C1 such that P(V' > x) Cie x, as x -> so.
(20)
The constant Ci featured here is not in general the same as the one in (12); however, since the precise values of the constants play no role in our analysis we use the same symbol for both. As before, there are constants Ai, Bi, not depending on ri, such that Aie -7ix < P(Vi > x) < Bie -ix, for all x > 0 . 
Lemma 3. For any sequence r(n) of allocations, V(n)(S(n)) H(s*(n)) and v(n)(?(n)) -H(s(n))
Proof 
Meeting a Service-level Constraint
We now carry out an analysis similar to that of Section 3.1 to develop a capacity allocation rule subject to servicelevel constraints. For each item i, let axi be as in (11); then 1 -ai(si) is the long-run average proportion of orders for item i that cannot be fully met from stock. The servicelevel constraint we consider sets 1 -aot(si) S h, i =1, ..., d, techniques, but we work with the stockout frequency because it is the simplest case. Whereas in Section 3.1 sk, denoted the cost-minimizing base-stock level for item i, we now take si to be the smallest si satisfying (27). Much as in Lemma 1, we have Moreover, the optimal capacity allocation would be obtained by minimizing E i log (P hi).
This is the objective function appearing in problem Pp with -yi replaced by hi. Expressions similar to (29) form part of the analysis in Wein (1992) of a dynamic scheduling problem. Wein (1989) uses a heavy-traffic approximation in allocating service rates in a network of queues to minimize the average number of jobs in the network. His objective function is a queueing-network counterpart of iX While it is tempting to conjecture that allocations based on the heavy-traffic objective (30) are in some sense asymptotically optimal, it is unclear how such a result should even be formulated. The heavy-traffic asymptotics are fundamentally different from those of Sections 2 and 3 because the conditions required for the limiting regime depend on the choice of allocation. More specifically, the heavytraffic limit requires Aimi-ri, a condition depending on ri, whereas our previous limits required pi large or 6i small, regardless of the capacity allocation. Even if the overall utilization Am/r is close to 1, it is certainly possible that under an optimal allocation some Aim1/ri would be much less than 1, making a heavy-traffic approximation questionable. Similar comments apply to the problem treated in Wein (1989) . In spite of this theoretical shortcoming, numerical results in Section 5 indicate that replacing PYi with mi brings some simplification without much deterioration in performance.
It is less clear how to use heavy-traffic limits to minimize costs subject to service-level constraints, if these constraints are firm. In particular, if hi > yA, then no basestock level of the form si = nij' log (bbi/6), with bi a constant, will ensure a stockout frequency less than 6i, as ai > 0.
EVALUATION OF THE ALLOCATION RULES
In order to compare our (asymptotically optimal) allocation rules with optimal allocations, we restrict attention to a tractable case: demands for item i arrive in a Poisson stream and order-sizes for item i are exponentially distributed. In this case, through the correspondence with workloads in queues, we know that the distribution of Vt is given by P(V' -x) = 1 -pi exp (-yix), The solution to our surrogate problem P, has the same form but with ki replaced by ki = hi log (Pi hi)
Notice that ki/ki -> 1 as either pi -> 1 or pi -. 00. We evaluated the performance of several allocation rules for a variety of cost structures and utilizations. The tractability of the exponential case allows us to compare our approximations with optimal costs. In addition to the asymptotic optimum derived in Section 3, we test the heavytraffic approximation. In the exponential case, we have
We also evaluated a proportional allocation in which the rid's are selected to make all \imi/ri equal. For the asymptotic optimum and the heavy-traffic approximation we considered two cases: one using the approximately optimal base-stock levels (8) and (9), respectively, and one using the optimal levels (32). The first case tests the combination of the stock and capacity allocation rules, the second case tests the capacity allocation only. In total, we compared six allocation rules, given the following labels in the tables of results: * Optimal: optimal ri and si; * Asy-Opt: asymptotically optimal ri with optimal si; * Asy-Asy: asymptotically optimal ri and s.; * Hvy-Opt: heavy-traffic ri with optimal si; * Hvy-Hvy: heavy-traffic ri and si; * Proport: proportional ri with optimal si.
All numerical results are based on three items, with corresponding arrival rates 0.8, 0.15, and 0.05. These values are representative of A-B-C classifications of products, A-products accounting for 80% of demand, B-and C-products for 15% and 5%, respectively; see, e.g., Carr et al. With this interpretation, our items become groups of products, and the problem becomes allocating stock and capacity among the groups. In all cases, we take the mean order-size per demand to be 1 and the holding-cost rate for each item to be 1 as well. We expect the qualitative effect of varying these parameters to be captured by the range of backorder penalties and utilizations we consider. Our experiments are divided into two cases: Symmetric costs. In these experiments, backorder penalties are equal for all three products. With p 1/r, we consider the overall utilization levels p = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. Within each level, we take the (common) backorder penalty to bep = 1, 2, 5, 10, or 100.
Asymmetric costs. In these experiments we once again take p to be 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9. At each utilization level we consider six values of the penalty vector (PI, P2, P3). The specific values appear along with the numerical results. In the first four cases, penalties either increase or decrease with the arrival rate; the last two cases are nonmonotone.
The results appear in Tables I and II . Overall, they show excellent performance for our allocation rules. Since the proportional allocation uses optimal base-stock levels, it should only be compared with Asy-Opt and Hvy-Opt. With this understanding, we summarize the results as follows: * In all but four cases, Asy-Opt is less than 1% above Optimal; in all but one case it is less than 3% higher; in more than half the experiments, the two are virtually indistinguishable. * Asy-Opt consistently outperforms Hvy-Opt and Asy-Asy consistently outperforms Hvy-Hvy. * The Asy allocations depend less on the use of optimal base-stock levels than the Hvy allocations: in all but one case, the deterioration in performance in passing from Asy-Opt to Asy-Asy is less than that in passing from Hvy-Opt to Hvy-Hvy. * The Asy allocations are less sensitive to conditions needed for the underlying approximation (large p) than the Hvy allocations (large p). This is best seen by comparing their performance (versus the optimum) at p = 05p= 100, and p = O.9,p = 1 in rows five and eleven of Table I . * Proportional allocations are not competitive. It seems reasonable to expect that the performance of the asymptotically optimal allocations would be even better if we replaced the objective function in problem PP with the one in (25), which incorporates Ci. In any case, this would not affect the asymptotic optimality and seems likely to improve performance at lower utilizations; notice that In a separate numerical investigation we have observed that our asymptotically optimal capacity allocation rule gives excellent results when applied to the problem of minimizing costs subject to service-level constraints. However, this comparison is somewhat less interesting than that reported in Tables 1 and 2 , because, as explained at the end of Section 4, heavy-traffic limits cannot in general be used to meet the constraints. The same is true of proportional allocations.
Interestingly, in the case of (31), problem Phi yields an optimal capacity allocation when 5i 8 for all i, for some 6. For in this case we may take Bi- 
